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ABSTRACT 

This pa.per evaluates the power of aggregate and sector-specific 

disturbances ta output growth in the Finnish econc:Jrqy using armual data 

on the growth of value added in 31 industries over the period 1961-87. 

The unifonn power distribution assumptions implicit in the standa.J:d 

randam and fixed effects m:rlels are considered and tested by analyzing 

the power of disturbances by frequency band. 

In the ':representative' industry, the growth rate fluctuates quite 

randamlyaround its maan and growth fluctuatiOns with different 

frequencies have roughly .the sama power. However, long-run trend changes 

and especially short-run fluctua:tions are weaker than medium-te:rm 

fluctuations. .AggI:egate effects are a significant source of sectoral 

growth fluctuations, especially at the medium tenn frequencies. In a 

simple analysis of variance, 'they explain about 25 per cent of all 

medium-te:rm variation in output growth. 

Real business cycle m:rlels or other theories stressing the role of 

sector-specific factors cio not provide a satisfacto:ry explanation for 

fluctuations in aggregate output growth. Aggregate growth and business 

cycle fluctuations are dri ven mainly by aggregate disturbances. Sectoral 

disturbances are a particularly. poor explanation for the strong aggregate 

fluctuations with a duration o~ 5-10 years, which are a characteristic 

of the Finnish econ~ 0 

Aggregate growth disturbances in the medium-te:rm frequency group are 

twice' as powerful as shorter or longer disturbances. However I one cannot 

reject at conventional significance levels the hyp::>thesis that the 

power distribution is unifonn, i .e. that aggregate disturbances ta 

output are a randan walk. 
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1. INrRODUCTION 

Macroeconamic analysis is largely concemed with ~-wide changes 

in variables. such as output, employment or prices. Much of the effort 

is directed towa:r:ds accounting for the causes of these changes. Sana 

authors like Altonji and HaIn. (1987) and Stockrran. (1988) have focused 

on the distinction. between nation-wide and sector-specific disturbances. 

They have tried to assess the relati ve ilnportance of these bvu proxinate 

s~s of fluctuatians with the help of simple variance-ca:nponent type 

nodels, asking questions like: What fraction of all variations in 

employ.rrent or autput' growth can be attributed to specific shocks, 

restricted ta particular regions or ta particular industries, and what 

fraction cån be attributed to nation-wide shocks, shal::ed by ~l regions 

and industries? Are aggregate shocks, taken together, a dcminant cause 

of variation in different branches, or is it that aggregate fluctuations 

arise merely frcm the surrmation of small independent sectoral 

disturbances? 

This paper extends earlier discussian by considering, in the variance 

ca:nponents framework, the persistence of aggregate and sector specific 

disturbances to output growth. The analysis is conducted using 

frequency darrain methods initiated by Engle (1974). Frequency dcmain 

nethods fit rather nicely into ·the analysis-of-variance framework. The 

role of aggregate and sector-specific disturbances can be considered 

separately for long-run and shart-run m::wements in output growth and 

frequency deca:npositions also make it possible to test scme of the 

assurrq;>tions of the standan:l variance ca:nponent nodel. Can the evolution 

af both aggregate and sectoral effects be accurately described as 

unpredictable and penranent deviations fram constant trends, as 

apparen.tly implied .by the assurrq;>tians of the m:xiel? Is the 'pw:e' 
aggregate shock to total output a randam walk, or can we distinguish 

cyclical features in it, n:asked perhaps in other analyses by sectoral 

disturbances? 

The paper is organized as follows. The basic variance-carrq;xment nodel 

and its extensians are introduced in the next section. The data and 
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the conventienal estilnates a:re presented in Section 3. In Section 4, 

variations in output growth a:re grouped into three frequency classes 

er bands, depending on the duration ef fluctuations, and the power ef 

aggregate and sector-specific shocks is investigated separately in 

each band. We alse discuss whether the grouping is :redundant, i. e. 

whether the extended m:rlel reduces to the standaJ::d variance culipJnen.t 

m:rlel. The analysis is mainly conducted in the context ef the 

'rep:resentati ve' secter ef the econ~, as defined in Section 2. The 

limitatiens ef this concept a:re dealt with in Section 5. The concluding 

section includes a su:rrmaIy ef the :results. 
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2. MODEI.S OF ourror GRcwm 

Ist gj, t denote the growth of ou~t in sector j in year t. lJhe 

conventional variance carp::>nent mxiel can be written as 

(1) g' t = g + N.... + 13' + u· t J, -l:, J J, 

for j=1, .•• ,J and t=1; •. ~ ,T. Here g is a constant which indicates the 

(unconditional) expected growth rate of output for alI industries and 

all years. The O!-, 13- and u-effects are considered as impulses fran 

.different sources ta sectoral output growth, neasured in such a way 

that one unit of the impulse induces one unit of output growth. The 

m:x:lel recognizes b-u systema.tic sources· of deviations fran the camon 

growth trend, namaly sector-invariant tiroe variations captuJ:ed by the 

ot' s . and time-invariant sectoral variations captured bythe f3~' s. Beyond 

them, output growth is governed by idiosyncratic sector-specific forces 

described by the tenn Uj,t. The effec:ts are .. treated relatively ta the 

trend, and it is assmned that 

E ot = E f3j = E Uj,t = O. 

Assuming furthenrore that the effects are independent, identically 

distributed nomal randcm variables, we are led to the standa:r:d randcm 

effects m:x:lel with g and the variance carp::>nents 

0'2a = E ot2 

0'213 = E f3 j 2 

and 

0'2 =EU't2 
U J, 

as the parameters. 

There is not very much in this paper about the overall average growth 

rate or about g:rowth differences betwaen. sectors. Ra~er, we focus on 

a hypothetical or constructed sector defined by the condition that the 
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value of 13 is equal ta its expecte1 value o. Iet 0 2 denote the variance 

or p:::Mer of the growth of output in the representative sector. '!he main 

features of the m:xiel can be restated for the representative seetor as 

the deccmposition 

The power of the' average growth rate is 020. + 02u/ J. If all seetors 

are of equal size, this is also the p:::Mer of the aggregate output 

growth. . 

Viewed as a description of tile whole econ~' s growth dynamics tile 

variance-carrp::>nent m::rlel is exceedingly simple. The simplicity is 

derived fram strong asstIIIptions,. and one might be interested in checkin.g 

whetiler tile assurrptions are reasonable or not. IJhl.s paper pays particular 

attention ta the tiroe-series properties of tile error carrp::>nents a and 

u. If there exists an unobserved aggregate effeet governing output 

fluctuations in alI seet6rs of tile econ~, does its evolution in time 

really follow tile irr(posed randam walk? And is tile econ~' s prcxiuction 

structure arrorphous in tile sense that sectoral output levels fluctuate 

in a randam nanner a:round the aggregate level, witilout retuming ta 

nonnal . positions after disturbances or shöw.ing any otiler fonn of 

persistance in growth, except for constant seetor-specific t:rends? 

The specification of variance carrp::>nents has attracted IlUlch discussion 

in tile panel data literature. The main altemative. to tile randam effects 

specification in m:xielling tile aggregate effeet is known as tile ' fixed 

effeets'specification. It conditions on the aggr9gate effeet, as if 

accepting each year on its own. In this specification, each ot is a 

:pa:r:aneter ta be estimated. 

Altilough tilere are close links between fixed and randam effects 

specifications, it 1s convenient to contrast tile two m::rlels. In a sense, 

the random effeets m:x:iel is a fully specified, testable growth m::rlel 

whereas the fixed effects m:xiel is consistent with any theo:ry af the 

aggregate effeet, including not only non-nonnal distributions or 

variable stochastic or detenninistic trends, partial adjustment toWards 

nomal levels and other fonns of autocorrelation in growth rates but 

also a canplete rejection of the assmnption that the aggregate effeet 

follows a stochastic p:rocess witil \\ell-defined transition probabilities. 
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The contrast between the node1s has been highlighted :recently in a 

slightly different context by Blancha:r:d and Watson (1986, pp. 123-124). 

They sumnarize existing research on (aggregate) .ilnpulses "as centered 

on two independent but related questions. The first question concems 

the nurnber of sources of .ilnpulses: Is there only one source of shocks 

to the econ~, or are there ~y? Monetarists often single out nonetary 

shocks as the ~ source of fluctuati~; this theme has been echoed 

recently by Lucas (1977) and examined empiricalIy by the estilnation of 

index or dynamic factor anaIysis m:xiels. The altemative view, that 

there are many, equalIy important, sources of shocks, seems to daninate 

nost of the day-to-day discussions of econamic fIuctuations. 

The second question concems the way the shocks lead to large 

fluctuations. Are fluctuations in econamic activity caused by an 

accumulation of srrall shocks, where each shock is unimportant if viem:d 

in isolation, or are fluctuations due to infrequent Iarge shocks. The 

first. view derives theoretical support fram Slutsky, who denonstrates 

that the accumulation of small shocks could generate data that mimicked 

the behavior of macroeconamic tiroe series. It has been forcefully 

. restated by Lucas (1977). The altemative view is Iess often articulated 

but cIearly underlies many descriptions and policy discussions - that 

there are infrequent, large, identifiable shocks that daminate alI 

others. Particular econamic fIuctuations can be ascribed to particular 

large shocJq:; follc:med by periods during which the econ~ returns te 

equilibrimn. Such a view is .inplicit in the description of specific 

periods such as the Vietnam War expansion, the oil price IeCession, or 

the Volcker disinflation. II' The "srrall shocks II view leads te the randcm 

effects specification; the fixed effects specification corresponds te 

the "ad hoc" or IIIarge shocks II view. 

The panel data literature has devoted much attention te the choice 

between the two m:xiels, usually in the context of individual (sector

specific) rather than tiroe effects. The crucial consideration in the 

literature appears te be whether the effects are correlated with the 

. explanatory variables or not (see, for exarnple, Mundlak (1978) and 

Hausman (1978)). This consideration is not of much help here because 

there are no explanatery variabIes proper in the m:xiel. However, one 

can ask whether the randcm walk hypothesis describes sufficiently well 

the evoIution of aggregate forces, or do we have to adopt a no:re 
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e<::xrplicate1 nodel for that purpose, losing not only in the sinplicity 

of the analysis but also in the power of tests in deciding hetween 

campetiti ve hypotheses. 

In the analyses of panel data the relative shortness of the ti.ne span 

usuallyexcludes e<::xrplicated stochastic specifications for the aggregate 

effeet and., in practice, the choice often has ta be done hetween ~cm 

and fixed effects specifications. 

The assmnptions of the variance ccmponen.t nod.el for the represen.tati ve 

sector can he highlighted fram the frequency dcmai.n perspective as 

follows. 1 The pornar of output growth is distriliuted unifo:only over all 

f:r:equen.cies, and the m::x:iel takes for granted that the same decarq;x:>sition 

applies across alI freqUen.cies in the sense that the power of both 

disturbance sources is constant acrqss the f:r:equen.cies. In the e<::xrplete 

variance ccmponen.t nodel (1) the very longest of time horizons 

considered, the zero frequen.cy, provides an exception to these 

assmnptions. At the zero frequen.cy,· the pornar of the aggregate 

disturbance source is zero. AlI variation in output growth arises flXm 

differences .in sectoral trends. 

A natural exten.sion of the standard variance catq?Onen.t rroclel is ta 

allow for different variance decarq;x:>sitions at different frequen.cies. 

!et the subscript v refer to the frequen.cy considered. For the 

representative sector, a gen.eralization of the variance decarq;x:>sition 

(2) can he presen.ted as 

(3) ~2 .- ~2 + ~2 '-' v - '-' a,v '-' u,v· 

02v is the power of the sector's output growth at frequen.cy v. It is 

given by the sum. of the power of the aggregate shock and the power of 

the idiosyncratic shock, but the m:xiel allows for different 

decarq;x:>sitions at different frequen.cies. (2) is obtained flXm (3) as 

the special case 0 2 = 0 2 
a,v a 

0-2 = 0-2 . u,v u 

for all frequen.cies v ~ O. 

Instead of specific frequen.cy values, we can consider frequen.cy ranges 

or ban.ds. By virtue of the lmcorrelatedness of the spectral neasures, 
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the ~ af a band is abtained simply by surrming the J?OW9r af 

frequencies within the band. The differences in band J?OW9r averages 

refleet the true ~ distribution af the p:rocess, but in a sc:::m3Wha.t 

rough fashion. There are two good ernpirical reasans far focusing on 

frequency bands rather than on specific frequency values.. First, ·the 

duration af cycles varies fram one cycle ta anather and fram one sector 

ta anather. The observed durations and correspon.d.irig power estinates 

are averages over cycles rather than genuine duratians. Secondly, 

especially in small-sized samples, even a genuine cycle with cycle 

length n tends ta show spikes at frequencies n/2, n/3, n/4, etc. in 

additian ta n. 

We analyze variance decampositians by frequency bands in amer te 

investigate ernpirically the ilnportance af aggregate and seetaral farces 

in explaining ternporary and persistent shocks ta output, the dynamics 

af idiasyncratic sectoral farces· and the chaice between the randan 

versus fixed effects specification far- the aggregate effeet. '!he issues 

are related and can he considered in a fairly similar nmmer in the 

sane simple framework. 
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3. ESTIMATES OF THE VARIANCE CCMPONENrS 

In the error ccmponent m:xie1s, both aggregate and sectoral shocks are 

treated as 1atent variab1es. '!he purpose of the analysis is te estimate 

the re1ative stren.gths of these tmobservab1es ,given SC!Ie set of nore 

or 1ess p1ausib1e assmnptions about their effects. 

'!he overa11 sample nean 

the year1y nean deviations fram the overal1 mean 

gt. = Ej gj, t / J - g •• 

and the deviations of the sectoral averages fram the overall nean 

provide the conventional fixed effects estimaters for g, the O't,' s and 

the J3t's, respectively. '!he variance ccmponent cr2u can he estimated 

using the sta:ndaJ:d error of the estimate, 

and the ,sta:ndaJ:d estimatorS for the other variance ccmponents are 

s2a = Et (g.t - g •. )2/(T-1) - s2u/ J 

and 

s2~ = Ej (gjo - g •• )2/(J-1) - s2u/ T• 

'!he data used in this paper describe annual output growth at the 

sectora1 level in Finland over the :period 1961 - 19870 '!he Central 

Statistica1 Office provided the tables on the volume of value added 

classified by kind of econamic activity in basic prices for the period 
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1960-75 in 1975 prices and for the period 1975-85 in 1985 prices. '!he 

data for the yea.rs 1986-87 ~ taken frcm the published NationaI 

Accounts as of the early autumn 1988. The 31 industry categories used 

in the analysis roughly correspond to the ~-digit level SIC 

classification. For a list of sectors, see Section 5. The g:rowth. rates 

Used in the analyses ~ calculated by multiplying the logarithmic 

year differences by 100. 

Table 1 reports sane basic statisties on pooled data. 

TABLE 1. BASIC STATISTICS. OUl'PUr GRCWlH IN FINrAND, 31 BRANCHES, 

ANNUAL DATA OVER THE PERIon 1961 - 87. 

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 

MEAN 

VARIANCE 

MINIMIJM 

MAXIMUM 

SKE.WNESS 

KUR'lOSIS 

837 

4.34 

38.73 

-34.45 

27.51 

-0.59 

4.34 

One approach to predicting output g:rowth. for the representative sector 

or for the whole econ~ is ta take the sample average 4.34 as the 

forecast. If nodel (1) can be applied and ot is unknown, this is about 

. the best forecast available for any year. The forecast would be very 

inaccurate, however. EVen if we pretencl to know for sure that the value 

of g is 4.34 per cent, the standard error of the forecast for the 

representati ve sector is 6.22 per centage points. 1m inte:rval forecast 

failing in no irore than 5 per cent out of all cases requires an inte:rval 

as large as frcm -7.9 = 4.3 - 1.96*6.22 ta 16.5 = 4.3 + 1.96*6.22 per 

cent. This can be contrasted with the 95 per cent confidence inte:rval 

for aggregate g:rowth.. This is much shorter, ranging frcm 2.1 ta 6.5 per 

cent. 

These carnputations are meant to be illustrati ve only. The measures of 

skew.ness and kurtosis in Table 1 indicate that the no:rmality assumption 
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is very likely to he inaccura~, as both statisties differ significantly 

fram the zero value ilnplie:i by the nonral distribution. 2 

Figure 1 displays the fixe:i effects estimates of the aggregate effect. 

These closely parallel the growth fluctuations of gross dcmestic 
. . 

product. This is what one ~d expect, given that growth rates do not 

differ systematically heb\een large and srrall sectors. It should he 

note:i that the fit daes not depend on the strength af the econ~-wide 

effect. The ~ts in the aggregatecan he attribute:i equally wall 

to a ccmron aggregate effect or to the randcm sampling ermr in 

agg:regating independent sectoral growth rates. Even if there were no 

aggregate effects at all (i. e. cr2a =' 0), the estimates 'WOuld. mimic GDP 

growth alnost as accuratelyas in the case where GDP growth is 

campletely deteJ:mine:i by the aggregate effect. 
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Figure 1. 

GROWTH OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT AND AGGREGATE EFFECTS 

GDP GROWTH. S 
AGGREGATE EFFECTS ON OUTPUT GROWTH. S 

1965 1970 1975 

Figure 2; 

COMPONENTS OF AGGREGATE EFFECTS. ~ 

AGGREGATE TREND CHANGES 
BUSINESS CYCLE 
SHORT-RUN FLUCTUATIONS 

1980 1985 1990 

5~----~----~~----~----~~----~----~ 

1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 
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A reasonable starting point for the analysis is to ask whether the 

observed differences in sectoral trends can he explained on the basis 

of the surrmation of randam growth rates. Adopting the standaJ::d analysis 

of variance for testing the existence of individual effects, Tahle 2 

presents the required data. The F-test statisties, 117.5/30.3 = 3.88 is 

highly significant given the degrees of freedam 30, 780 and W9 conclude 

that variations in the average growth betwaen seetors do not arise fran 

a randam sampling error only. 

Focusing on that part. of the variation which is left in the data after 

the reroval of sectoral trends, the SUIn of "years" and "error" variances 

in Table 2 gives an estimate for the total (non-zero frequency) pc:r;o19r 

of output growth in the representati~ sector •. 

TABLE 2. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF OUI'PUI' GROimi: FINIAND, 31 BRANCHE'S, 

ANNUAL DATA OVER THE PERIOD 1961 - 87. 

SOURCE SUM OF SQUARES DF MEAN SQUARE s2 

SECroR TRENDS 3524.6 30 11705 3.2 

YEARS 5216.9 26 200.6 5.5 
ERROR 23639.4 780 30.3 30.3 

'IOrAL 32380.9 836 38~7 

Disaggregated real business cycle m:x:lels explain aggIegate business as 

arising fran the canbined effeet of independent seetoral disturbances. 

In tenns of the variance carp::>nent m:x:lel, the m:x:lel can he interpreted 

to .i:mply that cr2Q', = o. IDng and Plosser (1983) and Black (1983, 1987) 

have provided fonnal analyses of seetoral noise as the ultimate source 

of aggregate business cycles and also the one-seetor m:x:lels by K:ydland 

andPrescott (1981), Hansen (1985.) and Prescott (1986) can he interpreted 

in the same spirit. A nore literal interpretation of the one-sector 

m:x:lel is ta take econOl.l1Y-wide prcxiuctivity fluctuations as the source 

of the aggregate a-shocks. If onlyaggregated data are used, the ~ 

versions of the real business cycle theory are observationally 

eg:ui valent. 
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'lhe hypotbesis 0'2 a = 0 can be tested easily using the data in Table 2. 

'lhe value of the F-test statisties , 200.6/30.3 = 6.62 is highly 

significant given the degrees of freedam 26 and 780. We conclude that 

m:xiels which explain the origin of alI aggregate fluctuations as 

surrmation of independent sectoral disturbances do not provide a 

satisfactory account of business cycles, at least in Finland over the 

sarrple period. 

Table 2 also includes the estimates for the variances cr2a , 0'213 and cr2u 
of the unobservables. 'lhey indicate that tima-invariant sectoral forces 

explain +ess than 10 per cent and sector-invariant tine effects less 

than 15 per cent of total variation in output 9rowth in the . sarrple. 

Mo:re than 75 per cent of total variation is ' explained' by idiosyncratic 

sector-specific factors. Alternatively, we can consider fluctuations 

around maan growth. rates. In the :rep:resentative sector, aggregate causes 

taken together explain about 18 per cent of the variations in the 

sector' s output growth rate. 

Within the prediction paradigm the nain implication of this variance 

decanposition can be stated as foll~. Suppose that g is known.. In 

the absence of any infonnation about the aggregate econamic situation, 

g is a :reasonable fo:recast for the growth of output in the 

:rep:resentative sector. 'lhe 95 per cent confidence limits for the 

fo:recast a:re +/ - 11. 7 per cent. If the fo:recaster also knows all the 

details ef the aggregate econ~ and is able predict ot without er.ror, 

the fo:recast becames g + ot. As a :result, the 95 per cent confidence 

limits for the fo:recast shrink to +/- 10.8 per cent. 'lhis 1s an important 

improvanen.t in the aceuracy of the fo:recast, but not overwhelmingly 

important. Most of the variation in sectoral growth rates is left 

unexplained by fluctuations in aggregate demand and other econc:mw-wide 

phenamena. 

On the other hand, g is also a :reasonable forecast for the aggregate 

growth rate, if the forecaster does knaw g but not the values of either 

the ot or the Uj,t's. 'lhe approximate 95 per cent confidence limits a:re 

in this case +/ - 5.0 %. A camplete knowledge of sectoral disturbances 

:reduces cr2u to zero. 'lhis :reduces the 95 per cent confidence interval 

to +/- 4.4 per cent. Again, this is an important but not overwhelmingly 

important .i.roproverrent in the accuracy of the fo:recast. Most of the 
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variations in aggregate growth are left unexplained by independent 

sectoral disturbances. 

In his analysis, Stockrran consideIed growth of output in manufacturing 

industries at sectoral level in sevei1. European countries, including 

small econamies like Belgimn, the Netherlands and Switzerland, which 

to sarre extent are canparable to Finland. The level of agg:regation was 

about the sama as in this paper, but the nurrmr of sectors was smaller 

because of the exclusion of non-manufacturing industries. The 

international dimension in the data allowed him to identify and present 

estimates of pure (national) aggregate effects relatively to industrial 

output in the United States, instead of the nore heavily error-ridden 

estimates like those presented above in Figure 1. AccoIrling to his 

results, (orthogonal) aggregate effects 'explain' about 12 per cent of 

the total variation in output growth in the :ma.nufacturing industries. 

The corresponding share in the present analysis is 5216.9/32380.9 = 16 

per cent. Stockrran also notes that the estimated 'pure' agg:regate effeet 

and the index of total industrial production have a fairly high degree 

of correlation in alI seven countries considered. On the other hand his 

data clearly reveal the internationaI dimension in the sector-specific 

shocks campletely overlooked in this paper. Although sector-specific 

disturbances are not important at the nationaI level it is not 

inconceivable that they are a najor source of fluctuations in the 

internationaI econc::mw. 
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4. TEMPORARY .AND PERMANENr FLUCTUATIONS 

Te analyze the power of disturbances separatelyat short-run and long

run frequencies, "Y.'e ~ed the data by grouping it by frequency into 

th:r;ee subsamples. The nmnber of groups and the limits confonn in a 

rough way to the conventions of practical forecasting; othe:rwise, they 

. are rather arbitrary. The low frEHUency range, trend changes, consisted 

of frequencies snaller than 1/10 years. Frequencies of at least 1/10 

years but smaller than 1/4 years constituted the middle-frequeney range, 

business cycles, and frequencies 1/4 years and less the range of short

tenn fluctuations. Mare precisely, "Y.'e had data for 27 years, and thus 

the fundamental frequency, measured in radians, is 1/27 years. The 

finite Fourier transfonn of the original seetoral output g:rowt.h series 

includes the zero frequency and the integer multiples of the fundamentaI 

frequency, i.e. 1/27, 2/27, ... and 13/27 together with their negative 

counterparts. The trend changes range included 4 frequencies +/- 1/27 

and +/-2/27, the bus.mess cycle range 8 frequencies +/-3/27 •. ~+/-6/27 

and the short-run fluctuations range the remai.ning 14 frequencies +/-
7/27 •.• +/-13/27. 

Fach seetoral output g:rowt.h series gj, t -gj. was transfoJ:mad ta the 

frequency darrain and filtered there into th:r;ee ccmponents, after which 

these "Y.'ere transfonned back to the· time danain. This procedure 

decart1fOsed the original output g:rowt.h variable into th:r;ee ccxry;xments, 

which add up ta the original variable. For each carnponent, "Y.'e conducted 

the same variance carnponent analysis as above. 

Figm:e 2 sh~ the fixed effeets estiroates of the aggregate effeet for 

each frequency band. FJ:an the figure, it can he seen that the aggregate 

trend g:rowt.h rate has tended to decrease during the investigation pericxi, 

but not steadily and the degree of the deceleration is not clear on the 

basis of the figure. The business cycle camponent reached its trough 

and peak values in the latter half of the 70'S, the peak apparently as 

a recovery fram the previous recession. Short~tenn fluctuations were 

also strong during the 70' s. 
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Exceptionally large fluctuations in GDP have occurred when all the , 

CClIIq?Onents have happened te have ext:reme values in the sama di:rection 

at the sama time. The boam in 1969 - 70 was a prexiuct af a 

contanporaneous upswing in all af the three cyclical CClIIq?Onents. On 

the ather hand, the exceptional stability during the 80's can be 

explained in part by affsetting cross-rrovem:m.ts in the COllpOIlents, 

failing anly in 1986 when the business cycle CClIIq?Onent and the inventa:ry 

. cycle CClIIq?Onent happened ta be weak at the sama time. 

The arrount af infannatian in the transfanred series is the sama as in 

the ariginal series, and there 1s little hope that the nmnber af 

abservations can be triplicated by sinlple filtering procedu:res. '!he 

main advantage af the frequency bmd filtering is a clear counting af 

the degrees af freedam af the filtere:i series. Fach frequency has one 

degree af freedam per series. The 26 ariginal degrees af freedc:m 

available in each' series after the canpu.tation af the nean are divided 

between the three COllpOIlents in such a way that the bmd af trend 

changes recei ves 4 abservatians, business cycles 8 abservatians and 

shart nm fluctuatians 14 abservations. 

The analysis afvariance can be applied separately te each COllpOIlent 

in the sama wayas befare, the only diffe:rence ,being in the degrees af 

freedam. The results fram this analysis are presented in Table 3g 

Far each frequency band, the first column gives the SUIn af squm:es 

'explained' by aggregate and sec1:oral effects, respectively. The second 

column gi ves the degrees af freedam values. Far the aggregate, these 

'are abtained directly fram the nmnber af frequencies; far the sectoral 

residual, these are abtained by first multiplying the: number af 

frequencies by the number af sectars and then deducting the degrees ',af 

freedam last in canpu.ting the estllrate af the aggregate effect. Finally, 

the pc:Mer estllrates s2 are calculated in the usual way. 
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TABLE' 3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BY FREX,JUENCY BAND: OUTPUr GROOIH- IN 

FINLAND, 31 SECroRS, .ANNUAL DATA_ OVER THE PERIOD 1961 - 87. 

A. TREND CHAIDES 

SOURCE: SUM OF SQUARFS DF MEAN SQUARE PCMER 

.AGGREx:;ATE 713.4 4 178.4 4.6 

SEC'IDR 4352.4 120 36.3 36.3 

TREND CHAl'GES 'IOrAL 8590.4 124 40.8 40.8 

B. BUSINESS CYCLES 

SOURCE: SUM OF SQUARFS DF MEAN SQUARE PCMER 

.AGGREx:;ATE 2722.1 8 340.3 9.8 

SEC'IDR 8822.2 240 36&8 36.8 

CYCLES 'IOmL 11566.3 248 46.6 46.6 

c. SHORT-RUN FLUCTUATIONS 

SOURCE: SUM OF SQUARFS DF MEAN SQUARE PCMER 

.AGGREx:;ATE 1759.4 14 125.7 3.3 

SEC'IDR 10464.8 420 24.9 24.9 

FLUCTUATIONS 'lOrAL 12224.2 434 28.2 28.2 

D. ALL NQN-ZERO FREX,JUENCIES 

SOURCE: SUM OF SQUARFS DF MEAN SQUARE PCmER 

.AGGREx:;ATE 5216.9 26 200.6 5.5 

SEC'IDR 23639.4 780 30.3 30.3 

NON-ZERO 'lOrAL 28856.3 806 35.8 35.8 
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The aggregate effeet is highly significant in alI bands, including the 

band of short-nm fluctuations where its power is at its weakest, both 

absolutely and in relation to the power of the idiosyncratic 

disturbance. The aggregate effeet is strong at business cycles 

frequencies, where it accounts for nore than one quarter of the total 

variation within the band.. Thus the evidence strongly:reveals both the 

importance of aggregate shocks as the source of business cycl~s and, 

anong different aggregate disturbance sources, the importance of those 

sources which emit shocks at business cycle frequencies. 

The power of the idiosyncratic error carrp:>nent is quite evenly 

distributed over the low and middle frequency ranges, suggesting a 

rather randam time-series behavior over the longer nm·. The power is 

clearly below its average value in the high frequency range. 

'!he variance estimates are independent and "\Ne can enploy the F-test to 

test the significance of their diffe:rences. '!he white noise assmnption 

·of no differences is adopted as the zero hypothesis. We campare the 

variance of business cycle fluctuations with the variance of both short

nm fluctuations and trend changes and rejeet the zero hypothesis if 

the ratiö of variances exceeds the 2.5 per cent significance limi t. 

Given the degrees of freedam 240 and 420, the test statistie 36.8/ 24.9 

= 1.47 is significant. The probability tbat the maximum value exceeds 

the critical value is 1 ~.9752 = .05, and thus the true significance 

level is 5 per cent. We conclude tbat sectoral effects are not campletely 

randam. 

The s.iIrple randam walk nodel for aggregate output has proved to be 

difficult to refute enpirically using aggregate time series evidence. 

Yetthe estimates in Table 3 seau to nm counter to the assumptions of 

the nodel. At the business cycle frequencies, the aggregate effeet· is 

alnost th.ree times as powerful than at the short-nm frequencies and 

nore 1=han twice as powerful as at long-nm frequencies. Are these 

differences significant? '!he sa:rre procedure as above can be used to 

test the randamness of the aggregate growth effeet. Because variance 

estimates are purged frcm the contribution of seetoral noise, this 

test is nore efficient than tests which are based on aggregate tine 

series evidence only, as far as the behavior of the 'pure' aggregate 

effeet is concerned. 
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The differences in aggregate pawer hetwaen frequency bands are 

significant at the 10 per cent but not at the 5 per cent level, the 

variance ratio 9.8/3.3=2.97 with the degrees of freedam 8 and. 14 heing 

the IIDre significant of the two test statistics. Thus strictly speaking 

~ have no ha:r:d evidence against the randam walk hypothesis, in spite 

of the uneven distribution of power het"l'r1een. frequencies. 

If the randam walk hypothesis is accepted for the aggregate effeet, 

the three CCil'IfX)nents shown in Figure 2 are statistica1 artifacts sarnp1ed 

fram randam numbers, without any econamic content beyond the. randam 

walk assumption. On the other hand, the evidence in favor of the randam 

walk hypothesis is not strong either. Given the limited nmnber of the 

degrees of freedam avai1ab1e for' testing purposes, this inconc1usi ve 

state af affairs is IIDre ar 1ess what 1s ta he expected in the aggregate 

analysis. It nat inconceivab1e that the observed business cyc1es have 

been randam f1uctuations in output growth. If the randam walk 

specification is abandoned, however, the alternative node1 has ta he 

quite camp1icated in oIder ta he ab1e ta generate the concentration of 

power at business cyc1e frequencies. The evo1ution of the aggl:egate 

output is not easi1y describecl by a low oIder linear differential ar 

difference equation. Instead, in aIder ta he able ta explain how the 

cyc1e has arisen, one has either to adopt a camplicated dynamic nodel 

or to nake. recourse to the 'ad hoc' ar fixed effeets approach. 

Although the degrees of freedam indicated in Tab1e 3 are correct for 

testing the significance of aggregate effects, i .e. the hypothesis 

that 

62a"v = 0 for al1 v within the band, 

as ~11 as the hypothesis that the sectora1 error CCil'IfX)nents have equa1 

power, the variance estimates·far the aggregate effeet inc1ude the 

estimate of the error variance as a nuisance parameter. The test is 

, asymptotic , in the, sense that it ilnplicitly presupposes that within 

the bands there is no sampling' error associated with the estimate of 

cr2u/J· 
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5. REFINEMENrS ANn QUALIFlCATIONS 

'lb exam:ine whether the resUlts are sensitive te the particular choice 

ef band limits, average sample power and its bwu ccmpon.ents were 

calculatai frequency by frequency. Figure 3 depicts the graph ef the 

average sample power asa function ef cycle length (the inverse ef 

frequency) in years, including the cycle length ef infinity which 

corresponds te the zero frequency anitted fran the analysis in the 

previeus section. The height ef the whole bar gi ves the value ef the 

. average sample power ef output growth. The bwu camponents are stacked 

so that the upper and lower part indicate the est.i:rrated power ef 

aggregate and idiesyncratic effeets, respectively. The graph differs 

fran nonnal spectrum est.i:rrates in that the periodogram values are 

averaged over different seeters, not over near-by frequencies. Mo:reover, 

i~ is scaled so that the average and not the SUIn ef power at different 

frequencies is equal to the total power ef the series ~ 3 

The aggregate effeet has three evident p:JWer peaks. Two of these are 

at the limits of the business cycle frequencies and thus alrrost any 

ether selectien ef band limits than the one adoptai above would have 

yieldai a lower estimate for the power ef the business cycle frequency 

band. The adoptai choice can he defendai, however, on the basis ef the 

aliasing problan. It is difficult to distinguish anpirically the power 

of the underly.ing process at the frequencies 3/27 and 6/27 years. 

The rerroval of aggregate disturbances fram the series greatly flattens 

the peaks ef the representative periodogram but does not eliminate 

than. The idiesyncratic disturbance camponent has power peaks at the 

sarre frequencies as the aggregate disturbance ccmpon.ent. In addition, 

there is an extra peak at the frequency 1/2.5 years. 
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Because af the strong cycles in the aggregate effeet, phase differences 

heb\een. the sectors provide ane explanatian far ~ peaks in the 

residual periodogram. '!!he nodels considered above assurre that there are 

na time differences in the response ta aggregate disturlJances. Phase 

differences cause the ~ af the aggregate effeet ta leak at 

frequencies where the aggregate effeet is powerful, with the consequence 

that secto~ power tends ta concentrate at the sarne frequencies where 

the aggregate effeet is IrOst pc:Merful. . 

In the presence af phase differences, the fixed effeets estima.tes 

underestimate the ~ af the aggregate effeet. A very rough estima.te 

af the amer af the bias, based on inspectian af Figure 2, may he that 

scxne 5-10 per cent 'af the variatians attributed ta seetaral disturlJance 

saurces may actually he caused by aggregate disturlJances. '!!he correction 

reinfarces the estimated power af frequencies which are near integer 

multiples af 1/10, and thus, we may interpret the evidence in such a 

way that the nore refined frequency deca:np:::>sitian strengthens rather 

than weakens the conclusian that aggregate business cycle fluctuations 

have been important in the Finnish econCKrW' 0 4 
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Table 4 presents the sectors considered in the analysls together with 

the averages and variances of the output growth rates. 

TABLE 3. AVERAGE GROimi RATFs .AND GROimi VARIANCES BY SECroR: FINLAND, 

.ANNUAL DATA OVER THE PERIOD 1961 - 87. 

SEX:'IOR: 

1. AGRICULTURE 
2. FORESTRY.AND:u:x:;GnG 
3. FISHniG.AND HUNrJ1'G 
4 • MINJl'.E.AND QUARRYTIG 
5. FOOD, BEVERAGES ANÖ 'lOBACCO 
6 • TEXTTI.E.S.AND CIDrHIl\G 
7 • VlX>D PRODterS, EXCL. FORNITURE 
8. FURNITURE.AND FDrnJRES 
9 • PAPER.AND PULP 
10. PRINTIl'G.AND PUBLISHniG 
11. CHEMICAIS .AND CHEMICAL PRODterS 
12. NON-MErALLIC MINERAL PRODterS 
13. PIm1ARY MErAI.S 
14. MErAL PRODterS 
15. ELECTRICAL MACHINERY EITC 

.16. TRANS~RT EXJUIPMENr 
17. ar.HER MANUFAC'I'URIl\G 
18. urILITIES 
19. BUILDnG 
20. ar.HER CONSTRUCTION 
21. WHOLESALE TRADE 
22. RErAIL TRADE 
23. RESTAURANrS .AND HOrEr..S 
24. TRANSPORT .AND STORAGE 
25. CC»H.JNICATION 
26. FINANCIAL INSTITtJrIONS 
27. INSURANCE 
28. LEITnG.AND OPERATIJ:\G OF r:mEr.J:JN3S 
29. 0ffiER REAL ESTATE SERVICES 
30. BUSINESS SERVICES 
31. CC»H.JNITY, SOCIAL.AND PERS. SERVICES 

AVERAGE 

-0.6 
0.0 
3."9 
3.7 
3.6 
2.1 
2.0 
4.8 
4.4 
4.3 
7.5 
6.1 
7.5 
6.1 
7.2 
3.4 
4.8 
6.0 
2.8 
0.5 
4.8 
3.4 
4.5 
3.3 
6.7 
6.7 
4.9 
4.4 
6.0 
7.0 
4.2 

VARIANCE 

53 
66 
87 
47 

9 
27 

101 
45 
65 

8 
49 
44 
84 
28 
59 
82 
44 
14· 
34 
14 
23 
14 
20 
14 

7 
11 
51 

1 
1 

16 
1 

The variance column. casts doubt on another basic assumption underlying 

the various versions of the variance-canponent m::xiels, n.amely that all 

branches respond te aggregate disturbances with the sarre sensitivity. 

Differences in the variances of size recorded in Table 3 are not likely 

to arise fran sarrg;>ling' error only, and given the power of the aggregate 

effect, the pervasiveness assumption implicit m m::xiels (1) - (3) can 
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be suspected. It is quite likely that the impact of the aggregate effeet 

is not the sama in all sectors 0 

In o:rder to see whether the results are sensitive to differences in 

seetoral response behavior, (2) can be generalized in o:rder to allow 

for different responses to aggregate shocks in different sectors: 

In this nodel, the impact of the aggregate effeet varies systana.tically 

between sectors, as indicated by the sector' s response coefficient aj. 

Treating the aj' s as randan variables having an independent nonnal 

distribution with :rrean 1 and variance 0-2a , the nodel can be :r:ewritten 

as 

gj,t, = g + ~j + et + Vj,t 

where the er.ror teIJn is now 

with variance 

If 0-2 a > 0, part of the variance attributed to idiosyncratic forces in 

nodels (1) - (3) nay in fact be due te the aggregate effeet. 'lb eva!uate 

the o:rder of. this bias, we est:inated the aj' s seetor by sector fIaIl the 

regressions 

The o:rdinary least squares est:inates have the useful property that 

their nean is autamatically equal to oneo We then· canputed 

using estimated values for the aj' s. The estinlate was .51. 'lbgether 

with the estinate 505 for the 0-2 a' we obtain the estinate 2" 8 for the 

bias tenn on the right-hand side of (4) 0 This is alm::>st one tenth of 
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~e estimated variance of the idiosyncratic variance carrp::m.ent and 

about balf of the aggregate variance carrp::m.ent in Table 2. 

If we take into account differences in both the timing and the strength 

of :r:esponses, the .inp::>rtance of aggregate effects in explaining output 

growth. is enhanced. Taken together, the effect may be as la:rge as te 

double the pawer of the aggregate effect: In this case, about one quarter 

of the variance in output growth. in the :rep:r:esentati ve sector may be 

due to aggregate causes. 

On the other hand, the least squares estimates a:r:e sensiti ve to extrerre 

observations. As there a:r:e la:rge differences in the growth. variances 

betvoeen the sectors, it may be tbat the estima~s of the aggregate 

effect depend heavily on outlying observations. In the extrerre case the 

outliers came frarn a single sector - or a group of sectors - and the 

estimates of the aggregate effect reflect fluctuations in tbat sector. 

How9ver, approaches like theo one adopte::l in this paper which a:r:e heavily 

base::l on the existence of a representative sector a:r:e not likel y te be 

useful in this case. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

T.his paper has adopted· the variance-ccmponents fra:IIein1Ork te consider 

the sources of variations in econanic g:rowt.h. tJ:ends and in business 

cycIe fIuctuations. Like other types of g:rowt.h. accounting, variance

camponent m:::rlels do not expIain the eIemants of p:>licy or circumstance 

that underlie interesting phenamana. Rather, they attarpt te identify 

which facts a.re iIr'!POrtant and need expIanation. The approach offers 

its own particular p:>int of visw; the 'proxiliate' causes considered 

a.re not the same as in other types of g:rowt.h. acoounting. The focus is 
. . 

on the roIe of agg:regate and sector-specific disturbances te output 

g:rowt.h.. 

Industry-specific disturbances daninate output g:rowt.h. at the industry 

level. Sectors deviate ,from the aggregate g:rowt.h. rateqUite randamly, 

although there is sane evidence of return-to-nannality phenanena. A 

substantial fraction of changes in aggregate output can alsa he 

attributed ta sector-specific disturbances. HcMever, the Iargest part 

of variation in agg:regate output g:rowt.h. stems from sources ca.mon ta 

all sectors. Aggregate disturbances to output a.re rrost powerful at 

business cycle frequencies, corresponding te a cycIe length of 5 or 10 

years. It is conceivabIe that the rather regular aggregate cycIes 

observed in the Firmish ~ a.re due te a randan walk output g:rowt.h. 

process. Hcm=ver, the randcm walk hypothesis is not very convincing 0 

According to our intexpretation of the evidence, it is quite likely 

that there have bee.n non-randan cycIes in aggregate autput g:rowt.h.e 

T.his paper daes nat investigate the causes af these cycIes. Macro

econamic nodels a.re required te distinguish the roIes of different 

aggregate disturbance sources or the peculiarities af the propagation 

mechanism. 
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. 1. The analysis in the frequency danain focuses on the contribution of 
various pericx:iic canponents to the tatal variation of a given tima 
series. Any stationa:ry time-series can be thought of as a smn of an 
infinite nmnber of uncorrelated pericx:iic sinusoidal camp:ments, each 
associated with different frequencies or pericx:iicities. IDw-frequency· 
ca:nponents a.re associated with long-run tima intervals, and high 
frequency canponents with short-run fluctuations. In a canpletely randam 
time series alI pericx:iicities contribute to the total power with the 
same force and thus the power is distributed unifonnly between all 
frequencies. Anather example is provided by a detenninistic trend. It 
is nonotonic and nan-repeating, characterized by a near-infinite period 
and thus the nass af the power is concentrated near the arigin. 

2. The distribution of growth. rates is skew te the left. In Table 1, 
this is highlighted by the negativeness af the skewn.ess measure and by 
the difference between the largest decrease and the lcn:gest increase. 
In the sample, contractions in the sectoral output growth. have on average 
been sharter and steeper than expansions 0 The viev.r that such an asy.rmetry 
exists is not nsw. Keynes, for example, wrote that "the phenarnenan af . 
the crisis ~ the fact that the substitution af a downwa.:rd far an up;rcrrd. 
tendency often takes place suddenly and violently, whereas the:re is, as 
a rule, na such sharp tuming-point when an up;rcrrd. is substituted far a 
downwa.:rd tendency" (1936, p. 314). The viev.r has alsa faund supp:>rt in 
t.i.ne series evidence at the aggregate level, although opinions a.re nat 
campletely unanim::>us (see Zamowitz, 1988 for a surrmary af the evidence 
and implications). It is inte:resting ta note that data at' a IlD.re 
disaggregated level gi ves sama suPfOrt ta the existence af asyrrmetries. 

3. If the nodel (1) i~ cor.rect and the nmnber af 1x>th the sectors and 
the periods is large, the law af large nmnber implies that the average 
periodogram appmaches its expected constant value. In the p.resent 
case, the:re a.re anly 31 abservations per frequency and furthe.IIlD.re, 
the time span is anly 27 years. Due ta sampling error, the empirical 
power distributian nay not be unifann sven if (1) is cor.rect. 

4. The:re has been much discussion in Finland on the existence af strong 
cyclical fluctuatians, pecUliar ta aur econ~, with a rather regular 
cycle length af about 10 years. If the evolutian of output growth. has 
been significantl y influenced by these 'devaluatian cycles, we W)uld 
expect empirical periodograms far the autput growth. ta have peaks at 
near the frequencies 1/10, 2/10, 3/10, 4/10, etc, the distribution of 
the power between the aggregate and idiosyncratic ca:nponents depending 
on whether the sectors are in phase or not. This is no.re or less what 
we observe in Figure 3. Far sama examples of the literature, see, for 
example, Karkman (1978) and Kostiainen and Taimia (1988). 
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